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Many of the higher-speed cryptographic machines develciped at NSA OH' 

required lo operale over teLephnne channels. Because tM tel$p~ plan! 
WU8 not det;igned for digital devices, data transmission equipments are 
oflffl use.d as intermediaries between lMse machines and tkt transmission 
medium. This artick reviews the fundamentals of digital signab, M· 
scribes t.M problems involved in transmitting digital data over telephone 
circuifll, and presenls some of the data-tran1mrission /edonques emplo11ed 
tn COMSEC equipmen/R. 

IN'l'ROIJUCTIO:>j 

Digit.al data in binary form is perhaps the simplest and most rugged 
language for electronic machines from the standpoint both of processing 
and or relaying information. Samuel Morse first used it in 1832 with 
the hand t..elegraph, and it has since been extended to machine tele
graphy, the dial pulses in tRlephony, and more reC€ntly to digital com
puters, telemetry, and secure communication sysWms. Since Morse 
slowly hand-keyed "What God hath wrought ... " over a forty-mile 
wire line, high-sPE'C'd data has spanned continents and oceans by radio 
and telephone. Yet basically little ha:i changed in the interim except 
the "keying" rate and the communication racilit1es. 

The problems involved in transmitting electrical signals over tele
phone circuits for any distance are essentially these: the channel favors 
cerlain of the various frequency components wbich in combination 
constitute a signal in such a way that some arrive at the destination 
soonl'r than other!', and all are not equally attenuated; and the signal 
may be rurther corrupted by noise picked up in transit. These diffi
culti~ affect voice and digital signals alike, but the ear is oblivious to 
the delay variations and tolerant to some extent of the other two. 
With high-speed data, however, all these factors--but especially delay 
distortion-have to be carefully considered. 

Gf;l'<(.AAUZED n1GIT41. C.OM~Ul'ilt:AHOl'i SY5Tt:M 

A generalized digital communication system is shown in Fig. 1. The 
"raw" information fed to thE' input processor could conceivably be 
temperature ftuctuations or speech. These are converted by the input 
processor into a series of discrete pulses, arbitrarily called the "mes
sage." The transmitter portion of the transmission equipment suit-
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ably proccsSt.'s Lhi~ mL"ssage for tran.~mission over thP channel. Because 
of noisP and the transmissive properties or the channel, the received 
mes.~age may not necessarily be that which was St!nt. The receiver 
portion of the equirmenL operate~ on the incoming signal in such a way 
as to minim11.P the disruptive effect!; of the channel and presents a rep
lica of the message to the output processor. 111 

The two ends of the chain (the input and output processors) havf.! 
been diHcussed in a previous article in the Journal \21; we shall deal 
here with the prorerties of the parts between-the transmission equip
ment and the channel. 

Digit<il signals represent information by a sequi:!nce in time uf d1s
crett> :;;ymboh1 or signaling clements. Each sign<iling clement is a choice 
from a finite set of allernalive:i. The simplest embodiment of a digital 
signal is onP nffer1ng a choice between two pos.-;ibilities for each signal
inl!: l'lement: the l.Jinary signal. With a ternary signal th('re are three 
<.,uch po!;.!;ib1lit1t's; with a quaternary, four; and so on. If the tran!>.itions 
from one .~late to another onlr occur at prescriber! time intervals thf' 
sig11;4I i~ synchro1tous or lime-quantized. Signaling elements may be rep
resented by the magnitude of a current. pulse (telegraphy), the fre
qut>m:y of a sub-c<1.rrier frequency (Frequency-Shift-Key Telegraphy), 
the relat1ve phase of a sub-carrier frequency (Collins Kinep\ex:) 13J, the 
po<-itmn or Uuration of a pulse {Pulse Position or Pulse Duration Mod
ulatmn) or a combination of lhe above. 
On~ common mess.age format, called baseband, ii; shown in Fig. 2a. 

lt consisL<> of a synchronous ~tream or binary elements of equal dura
tion, wilh no intervals betw~n them. ln this cast' we say that the 
signalin.11; element has a lOOo/(l <luty factor; i.e., the product of the pulse 
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duration by the pulse repetition rr-equency (PRF) is unity. The stream 
shown below would be described a.~ a !lynchronous quaternary signal or 
33C;{i-duty-factor pulses. 

A standard measuring unit or signaling speed or modulation rate that 
will apply to any of the possible digital .signals is sorely needed by the 
data community. For digital data the baud, borrowed from telegraphy, 
is probably the one mO!lt widely employed. It is defined u being equal 
to the reciprocal of the shortest signaling element's duration (in see
onrls). A speed of one baud is therefore one element per second, but 
one element per second is not necessarily one baud. The unit bil.3/uc 
is also often used, although, as defined by Shannon Ill it ia a unit of 
information, mpasuring the entrow (uncertaintyJ of an information 
source or the capacity or a channel {4]. When denoting speed, bits/see 
can be defined as the product of the num her of binary choices or bits 
per symbol by the number of symbols per St.-eond. To illustr-.i.t.e an 
ambiguity that often arises when these units are employed indisuimi
nat.ely, let us rcrcr to the quaternary .~ignal sketched over-leaf. Here 
lhe modulation rate is six baud, or four bits/sec -assuming all choices 
to be equally probablt>--, or two symbo\sfsec. Only in the ba!\eband 
ca:-.e are bauds, bit.s1sec, and symbols/sec synonymous. 

From the l'xamples, we note that speed expre~ in baud may not 
always convey what a system is doing, but rather indicates its maxi
mum capability and so can be directly related to the bandwidth re-
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quiremcnts of a channrl-which is doubtless the reason why it 1s pre
ferred by communic.ators. Jlit_<>/~c. on tht> other hand, if properly 
applied, is a truer measure of actual performance. 

From now on, we shall f'Onsirler only .<Jynchronous binary signals, and 
express speed in bauds. Tt is, of course, true that many data systems 
arc nol binary or even time-.-ynchrunnus-for instance, the Start-Stop 
Teletype but the simplicity and the pf'tlvalence of the case chosen 
makl' it peculiarly suitable I.or ck·ment.ary discU&Sion. 

ln the forc1o:uing, the mes~ge has heen represented as a time func
tion 1 ; to evaluate the effects or requirements of tht' t.ransmission 
mPr'lium, however, rt becomes nece~sary to express the message charac
teristics in the ~Mrametcrs of the medium. These a~ generally given 
in terms of the circuit's steady-state loss and phase characteristics; i.e .. 
how the telephone circuit attenuates .'!inusoidal signals of various fre
quencies and how it affects their transmission velocit\es. The fonner 
is called the amplitude or frequency-rel;ponse of the circuit and th\! 
latter the delay or phase-response. 

Through Fourier-transform calculus we can describe each signaling 
element of Fig. 2a. as the sum of an infinite number of Hint' waves o( 

various periods (211'/<o1~), ampliLudL'S (A.), and initial phases angles (,;,.). 
Or by the same token the entire message may be tran.<ifonncd into a 
series of sine wavcs. 1 With the signaling element so represented, we may 
readily compare its fre4uPncy and phase characteristic with that of 
the channel on a common ba..~i.<> of A. and 41.. A plot o( the A~ and 
q,. versus frequency obtained by transforming one digit of Fig. 2a
is shown in fi'ig. 2b. The figures inrlica.w that the bandwidth or frc-

'For Fill'. 2a •t •~· 

j(IJ ~ H(f - Ti - HU - 2Ti + H(J - 3'1') - U(I - OT) + ll(t - 7t) -
H(i - llTJ 

ro, I< z 
WhereH{! - :i:J ~ \l, Ciil; z 

•So that the rnrssage of Fill. 2a oould alllo be written: 
/(I)"" A.fl.+ A, sin {w.1+4>1) + A1 Bia (:.!.,,11+91)+ •.• A. ~m (n...11+9.), 

where: '"'' .. 2><1 KT, KT being the duration ol the message, 
A. - amphlUde of frequency nf1 - nw1/2r, n -1, Z, 3 •. 
°"" - initial phMe of frequency 1lf, 
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quency space of this signaling element extends to infinity and its phase 
characteristic is linear. But what is the minimum bandwidth needed 
to accommodat.1.· bail('hand at a spt'Pd or 1/T bauds? 

Nyquist has provt-d that the minimum bandwidth needed for di!l
tortionless tr.i.ni;;mission at l!T bauds i!'. l/2T cycles per .'l(_'COnd. He 
furtht>r showed that the frequency spectrum oC ba~bund, if partitioned 
into band11 l/2T wid<' centered at multiples of l/T, contained lhe same 
information 15]. From any Ollt' Of these "fundamental bandR" the 
original signal could be uniquely rf'covcn.-d; recovery from n funda
mental bands (n = 2, 3. .) only yields a moN' exact replica of the 
!Oignaling element. This gave telegraphers of 1928 and the present
day data transmission engineers an important criterion as to thu mini
mum bandwidth n~e<l for distortionless transmission or riigital 
signals. 

"n;Lt:l'HOl'i. CltlCUIT5 ""' IUT,\ CO~UIUNICATI0'.11 <:HM'"IN!.;LS 

Message-grade telephone circuits are clllTt'ntly being exploited al· 
most exclusively for U!W as high-spcl'd data channels: program circuits 
from a to 15 kc are available on a limited basis at premium t.ariffs, as 
are 48 kc, 240 kc, and video channels. We shall restrict ouf"SC'lvcs, 
however, to the message-gtad<' circuits, which consi!lt of loaded and 
non-loaded l9, 22, 24, or 26 A WG cable, found in the local plant, a 4 
kc channel in a c.able carrier, anr1 open wire lines-to name a rew
combined in various and sundry proportions, plus the associated 
central-office equipment and Hne repeaters. 

The majority or thel>ie facilities in the telephone plant haVC' been in 
existence since long before the era oC high-speed digital machines and, 
unfortunately, do not pos!<es.~ the characteristics needed for optimum 
data transmission. Modifications of the ~lephone plant that would 
improve its data performance would likewise belp speech transmiS1:1ion, 
but would be economically unsound, considering the present prepon
derance of spet.'Ch traffic and the very slight degree of improvement 
that would be achieved. For this reason dat.a transrniss.ion equipment 
dc,;lgner~ 1-;trive to patt.crn their systems to the existing plant. Con
siderable c!Tort is now being expended in this area by the mjlitary 
establishment and by commercial firms. A much pub!iciz.ed data
transmi":lion system i1; the Collins TE206 Data Transceiver. which i"! 
rn.tR<I at 2400 bits per second over a normal 3 kc channel. This >1ystem 
is currently being field-tested on message-grade te\eJ.>hone circmt.<1, but 
as or this writinR' no conclusive perfonnance data are available. 

The telephone-circuit channel characteristics that will be given 
primary attention in what follows are bandwidth, linear distortion, 
and noise; non-linear distortion and level control will alrc<tdy have been 
taken care of ber:avse of their importance in telephony. 
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The banrlwidth requirements of a dii;:ital signal were shown to be 
dependent on thC' modulation ralc and on how faithful a replica of the 
signalinp: element wa~ rle .... ire<l. To illustrate what happens when the 
ban<lwidth b re<lu<:ed, let us consider the case of sending ba~band at 
1/T bauds over a channl'l l/2T cycles in bandwidth. The channel, 
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shown m Fig. 3a., is ideal. in that its frequency and phase response 
have been tailored W this signaling element. The channel output, 
per signaling element, has the form (l/T)(sin .-t)T)( frl/T) and, us shown 
in Fig. 3b, is zero at integral multiµlrs or T; successive inputs can occur 
only at integral multiples or T seconds- sinl'.f' the> signal is synehronous-
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and will yield identical outputs. The received message will then con
sist of the sum of such waverorms. 

If the channel output 1~ examined or synchronously sampled at 
inkrvals of T seconds, the effect of all preceding inputs at the sampling 
mstant for lhe pulse being considered is zero; lurthennore, the ~ignal is 
at its peak value, then:by maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio. Trans
mission at this rate over a channel of less bandwidth would result in inter
:;ymbol interference and thereby reduce the s.ignal-to-noi!IC ratio. 

The choice of a different typt• of signaling element, c. g., a unit
impulse as shown in Fig. 3c, would not. alter the output signal if the 
amplitude respon:>.e of the channel were n.'Ctangular instead of skewed. 

This constitutes an elementary proof that. distortionless transmission 
in the Nyquist sense cn.n be attained by signaling over a channel, 
matched to the signaling t:>lement, whose bandwidth h1 one-half the 
modulation rate. ln practice, the characteristics of the ideal channel 
do not exist, and modulation rates !efl.'t than one-half of the Nyquist. 
maximum for a given channel bandwidth are used. 

Linear Distortion Considerations 

·'Linear distortion" refer.;; to both th<' delay and the amplitude dis
tortion caused by a transmission facility whose amplitude and phase 
characteristics are not compatible with tho!>.e of the transmitted signal, 
owing to imperfect filte~ and equalizers or to tht- fact that the effective 
bandwidth of the telephone circuit itself decrease!! with line length. 
Such departures cause the various frequency components of the signal 
to bl' unequally attenuated, and also to undergo unequal transmission 
delays. The net effect at a receiving terminal is "echoes"; i. e., the 
amplitur1e and zero cro!'l8ing of the received signal arc altered, thereby 
hindering Lhe decision proceF.S, especially in the presence of noi~. The 
correlation between echoes anJ the steady-state transmission charac
teristics was first publii;hed by H. A. Wheeler, and the reader 1s refer
red to his work (6] for a rlet.aited presentation of this subject. 

One way of undoing linear rlistortion is by performing the inverse 
process by mean~ of a handicapping sy.~tem of amplitude and delay 
equalizers that appropriately at.Lenuate and delay each frequency com
ponent ot th<' signal. This insures that the received component parts 
corre<:Lly combine in both amplitude and pha:;e into the desired signal, 
by making the ovt•r-all delay and los.s characU•ristics flat. EqualiY-a· 
tion in t:>fft!CL maLches the channel to a particular signal. Very often, 
however, this may not offer the most practical :;olution: Cor example, 
baseband transmission over long rtistance t.elephont> circuits is selrlom 
feasible, because most or it.s energy is concentrated at the low fre
quencies, just where the channel characteristics, shown in Fig. 4, are 
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poorest. Equalizini;t below 700 cps, though possible, is impractical. 
But by {I'C'qucncy-trnnslating a fundamcntnl band of the signal to n 
more suit.able position relative to the channel charactcri'ilic, using some 
modulation method,i Wl' can readily overcome this difficulty. Even 
after modulation some equa!i:r.ation is generally required, but tht• 
amount is comparatively slight . 

Noise Considerations 
One definition of noise is that it is any extraneous fluctuation tend

ing to interfere with the proper and easy perception of the :;ignal. 
Noise in the over-all communications system comes from many dif
rerent sources in varying degrees. The main types may be cla.s.sed as 
man-made, atmospheric, and thermal. 

Man-made noise covers a multitude of sins ranging from crosstalk to 
extraneous iiiterferencl' by auto ignitions. Atmospheric conditions, 
such as lightning and temperature-humidity variations, are nature's 
way of plaguing our efforts at communication by introducing noise 
impulses and diurnal changes into a circuit's frequency characteristics. 
Thermal noise is an inherent characteristic of all the components in 
the communicalions system rrom the wireline to the electronic hard
ware. 

Man-made (dial pulses) and certain kinds of atmospheric noise share 
the qualities of abruptness and transience and are usually classed to
gether as "impul!!e noise" by the communicatiorn! engineer. Because 
of it.~ nature, impulse noise defies mathematical ana1ysis, so that most 
studies of it are empirical. If the signal spectrum it corrupts is naJTOw 
in comparison to the spectrum of the impulse, it resembles thermal or 
white noise in many respects. T n any case, our attempt at providing 
an adequate deft'nse against it leaves much to be desired. Thennal 
noise can be descnbed, but in a probability !tense only; for cxam'ple, if 
all or the possible voltage levels or a thermal noise signal were plotted 
versus their relative frequency or occ1.uTence, thP ~ulting curve would 
be Gaussian with a mean value of zero, and the value of the second 
moment about the mean (variance) would be a ml'asure or lhe noise 
power. In the case or synchronous binary signals, if the noise level 
exceeds half lhe peak-to-peak signal-level at the time of sampling, an 
error may result. 

One obvious way to reduce the e1Tects of noise and linear distortion 
introduced along the transmission path is to regenerate the signal 
before the damage becomes irreparable. ln voice telephony, despite 
good repeater design, noise effects are cumulative, thereby limiting 
the number o[ tandem links, but synchronous binary signals can be 

'A pruCI.'"" which varies some parameter (amplitude, frequency. or phll.!I!') of a 
character frequency, in accordance with the information. 
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regenerated without t'rror if the total perturbation never exceeds ha!f 
the peak-to-~ak signal amplitude; all that b; requin>d is a binary 
decision an<l a retransmission or a giv<'n waveform. Since the noise
ll::'Vt-l limits cannot be guaranlefod, errors may occur despiLI::' rt'genera
tion, and will increase monotonically with the number of hnk!:! in 
tandem. The error rale, however, will bf' considerably lower than m 
the nonrep;encrativc ca.~e. But unless such n:gC'nerative repeaters 
c-ould be provirlPd by the telephone company they would be of little 
value. 

Tnnin[1 ('()Tis/dtrations 

As has ix,'('fl previously implied, timmg is an imporlanl factor in the 
decision process at a regenc-ralive repeater or receiver. Thi~ was 
illu~lrated previously in the example or binary signaling through a 
minimum bandwidth "matche<l channel;" in the case o{ linear d13-
tortion with thp resulting ech0ts or "cros.sover jitter," accurate timing 
is even more essential because !1.'.l.mpling margin is decreased. Timing 
pla:rs an additional role in on-line additive-key cryptosystems because 
synchronous operation of remote key generators during the absence of 
incoming signal-; must he maintained. Both thesl' considerations 
could be satisf\e<l by extremely accuratf' clocks (timing sources) at the 
transmilter and the receiver, which after initial alignment would run 
o::ynchronously for the cryploperiod. Such devices art- at. pre.!icnt im
practical because of their cost and sizl'. Other schemet11, which make 
use of tht- received mes.'lage, have been successfully employed ln 
COMSEC equiJ)ments. Three of these will be discussed. 

One method u>ed to maintain synchronism, called lime-base rewreTy, 
derives the n'Cl'iver timing by differentiating, rectifying, and filtering 
the received signaling elements. Thiit is PDR-"ihle !linee synchronous 
elements inherently posst'Ss timing information. Such a means of fre· 
quf'ncy rPCovery is simply instrumented, but has the disadvantage 
that sJgnal failure or long periods of stRad.v mark or space will defeat 
it' Although the latter condition is very improbable in cryptographic 
transmission, the former is common in HF radio transm1s.<1ion during 
~vere fading. The effeetiveness of t1me-ha.c:;e rPCOVPry i11. de~ndent on 
the "mf'mory tJme" or "Q" of the timing-recovery cir.::uitry and the 
stability of the transmitter clock. Timt:-basc:· r1~covery is used in 
cipht>rtext autokey systems which arc self-.,ynchronous cryptograph
ically, and in additive-key system~ where "crypto-synchrony" is 
established on a push-to-talk bash~. 50 that long ti~rm frequency st.ability 
1s not n·quircd. 

'An evpn more direct and ~~ibl~ muns of time-h~~ l"f'COvery i~ po~~ible with a 
~ync:hronous AM s1gnalin11: elPmt-nl called '"Dipul:<!!"' (describert in the: neKt section). 
Here 01e- re~iver timing can he derived directly by limitinr th1.> s1rnal. 
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A second means of synchronization employs a local liming source in 
each repeater and the receiver. Thi~ consist.'! of an accurate clock 
which is automatically phased or synchroniuxi by t.he incoming signal. 
RL-<:overy systems of this type can maintain sy!'ltem kynchronism for 
~latively long periods in i:a~ or signal lo!l.<1, but are more expensive 
to instrument. 

A third method transmit.<; the timing information on a separate chan
nel !l.imu\tanl'OU.'lly with the normal output signal. Although it simpli
fies the receiver, it is costly from a tran!lmi.'io.'lion banrlwidth and power 
slandpomt. The last two methods are common in cases where ~yn
chrony must be maintained £or th~ cryptoperiod. 

Tft~·"""MIS,.1111'< "ITCH."l<IQUll!:S 

The data tran!lmission techniques used in COMSEC equipments may 
be divided into two broad categories: time-division modulation (TDM) 
or serial methods and (requency-divislon modulation (FDM) or paral
lel methods. For most of the applications within the telephone plant, 
TD!\II suffices and is the choice on the ba.ciis o( tenninal-cquipment 
size and economy, whereas F'DM equipments are used for high fre
quency radio <"'PPlicat1ons and are larger and more expensive \7]. 

TDM 
Various time-chvision techniques are used for the transmi!>Sion of 

binary data over telephone circuits, the selection being dependent ()TI 

signaling speed and thC' particular l.ransmission facility. Some of these 
preponderantly uSt..'CI in COMSEC systems, with speeds ranging from 
1500 lo 50,000 bauds, will be described.below. 

Baseband Tran.smission 

As the name implies, this refers to direct transmission or binary 
pulses over the telephone circuit. Baseband transmission in the 25 -50 
kilobaud ran~ is possible on non-load(•d cable pairs at distances up to 
20 miles without regeneration. Here the channel characteristics can 
be made substantially compatible with those or the baseband signal by 
the use, above 3 kc, of simple amplitude equalization to offset lhe 
slowly raJling channel response. Although the channel greatly at
tenuates rrequcncies below 300 cps, the resulting linear distortion is 
negligiblP al the:;ie speeds, because sur.h a small percentage of the 
signal energy is affected. 

Svnchrono'Wl Amplitude Madidalion 
A common method of synchronous amplitude modulation, by which 

!.he signal is frequency-translated to match the channel, utilized in 
COMS~C systems, is "dipulse"; its signaling element and spectrum are 
illustrated in Fig. 5, In this technique, lhe baseband signal amplitude 
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modulates a 'lfnchronous carrier who!le frequency is equal to the 
modulation rate. At the receiver the baseband can be recovered by a 
conventional AM envelope detector, and since timing information is 
always present in Lhe form of a synchronous carrier, 1l can easily be 
cxlracted, as noted earlier. Although this technique requin-s about 
tw1ce as much channel bandwidth as the baseband case, it.-; frequency 
trarndatton properties make it desirable on circuits having adequate 
banflw1dlh but a poor low-frequen~y respon!W-. 

S'1nchronous Phase M odulaJitm 
An embodiment of phaSt! modulation termed "diphase" is also used 

when the low frequency response of the circuit is not suitable for base
band tro1.n.~mis.sion, and offers somewhat the same advantage as dipulse 
in regard to frequency recovery. In dipha.se the basic signaling 
element is one cycle o( a synchronous carrier fN"quency that is equal 
to the modulation rate, whose phase is varied 180° in accordance wil.h 
mark-space information of the message. The !'<llient features of di
pha&> are illustrated in Fig. 6. Here we note that its spectrum re
semble:; that of dipulse, except that the carrier is suppre~ed. 

Baseband, r:lipu!se, and diphase techniqu~ ha"\-"e bec!n f'Uttt!ssfully 
applied to COMSEC equipments operating up to 50 )cilobauds. 

VestiQtal Sideband 

Vestigial sideband transmission, proposed originally by Nyquist [5], 
offers the advantages of frequency trani.lation in fitting the signal to 
the channel at a small {as compared to dipulse and dipha.se) bandwidth 
price, but at the expense of vulnerability to noise.[8\ Although both 
dipulse and d1ph~ signals are in a sense frequl'ncy.translated vemions 
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or the baseband sign.aJ, the amount of translation is governed by tht• 
signaling rate, and may not optimally match the signal to the channel. 
This is not the case with vestigial sideband. 

A vestigial sideband signal consists of one sideband of a normal AM 
signal plus a modified version or the other, with the carrier frequt'ncy 
so selected that the signal is translated to the linear portion or the 
channel characteristic.' (To clarify the bandwidths implied; if a 
rundamental band requires one unit, AM will require two units but 
VSB only about 1.15.) The various st.ages or vestigial sideband 
generation are shown in Fig. 7. As indicated, the baseband signal is 
first pre·shaped to limit its frequency-spread before modulation. The 
baseband is recovered by conventional AM detection. 

FDM 
Fre4uency division moclulation entails more than the frequency 

multiplexing used in carrier telephony and teletype. The latter is 
simply a device by which many messages are channelized or "stacked" 
in frequency for transmission purposes, whereas FDM is a method 
used to combat delay distortion encountered in HF radio and wirc
line transmission of high-speed data. In FDM a serial binary stream 
is converted to many slower-~peed parallel streams, which in turn are 
frequency-division multiple;ii:ed. If an input mes.sage at r bauds is 

•The picture portion of B brosdca11t tel"vi,ion •icnal is & rommon example of 11. 

vettirial-9idebe.n<l tr&o3miaaion 
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converted to n parallel streams, the modulation rate per transmission 
channel "in FDM is lht!n R = r/n bauds. S'mce the modulation rate 
per channel is low if n i;;i huge, the effect or e<:hoes due to linear dis
tortion or multipath is !es.<; pronounced. but the narrow band channels 
requtre gon<l frequency stability and level control in both the terminal 
equipment and the tram;mission facility in order to prPvent crosstalk 
and intermodulation distortion. 

............ , .... , ... 
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A typical FDM :i;ystcm is shown in Fig. 8. The message is time-de
multiplex~ by the input commutator, and each of the derived chan
nels excites a frequency-Hhift oscillator in the voice frequency band 
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such that a "mark" nnd a "!'!pace" correspond to oscillations or rre
quency fm, and f,, respectively (where the numerical subscripts denote 
the channel rrequencies which arc spacc<l ihrou.ghoul the voice band al. 
intervals or 200 cps). The FSK outputs are linearly added ror trans
misffion, anri the receiver performs the reverse process. 

Frequency division modulation t.echniques have been successrully 
used in COMSEC sy!'ltems at 1500 hauds over existing message-grade 
circuits in the telephone plant. For ·•attended" operation their salient 
advantages over TDM are decreased vulnerability to delay distortion 
and to noise, although thi~ may be offset somewhat by crosstalk due to 
intermodulation distortion and system alignment. 

The idea! dat.a-transmission preparation equipment, neglecting con
~iderations of cost, should be a Hcxible device that periodically scans 
the channel and selects the optimum transmission technique to match 
it. Until the advent or such a device, reliable data t.ransmiuion over 
me~-gradc circuits on u random-call ba.c;is in the existing telephone 
plant appears to be limited to about 1000 bauds; higher-speed systems 
will require special circuitc; at higher tariffs. High capacity FDM 
transmission ~ystem!'I for use on voice circuits, though available, are 
not a panacea, because they are not readily compatible with serial
data proCC'ssing syst.ems, and arc costly. Serial transmission t.echniques 
such a.c; ve!5tigial sideband, on the other hand, are economical and di
rectly compatible with !'ierial-data processing systems. The advent of 
low-cost high-spcc-d data channels will certainly make them highly 
competitive. 

In conclusion the author desires to acknowlC'dgl' his debt to Mr. E. A . 
Enriquez, whose unfinished draft of an article on this same subject he 
has consulted exten~ively and repeatedly. 
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